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Per is a harsh and bitter caretaker with a lowlife son
who just got out of prison and two pathetic friends he
bosses around. One day he discovers a young beautiful
woman lying naked in an empty apartment, wrapped
in a curtain. Apparently she’s up for grabs. The girl
is happy and willing – almost like a gift from above.
Per brings her home to his own apartment and her
innocence awakens something new in him and his
friends – love perhaps?

Category / Drama

The cargo ship MV Rozen is heading for harbour
when it is hijacked by Somali pirates in the Indian
Ocean. Amongst the men on board are the ship’s cook
Mikkel and the engineer Jan who, along with the rest
of the seamen, are taken hostage in a cynical game
of life and death. With the demand for a ransom of
millions of dollars a psychological drama unfolds
between the CEO of the shipping company and the
Somali pirates.

Category / Drama

This sequel to the domestic box office hit All for
One finds the previously tight-knit trio dispersed.
Nikolai is on parole, while brothers Ralf and Timo are
planning a heist involving the unlikely combination
of unsalted butter, a strict diet and a helicopter.
When their seemingly impossible heist succeeds,
Nikolai asks to borrow some money to start over.
The brothers refuse, but when all three of them are
tricked by a fish-loving bank executive, they are
forced to team up again.

Category / Comedy

Second Feature

A Caretaker’s Tale
/ Viceværten

Second Feature

A Hijacking
/ Kapringen

All for Two
/ Alle for to

Danish release / 25.10.2012
Status / Released
Running time / 85 min
Director / Katrine Wiedemann
Screenplay / Kim Fupz Aakeson
Actors / Lars Mikkelsen,
Nicolaj Kopernikus, Julie Zangenberg,
Tommy Kenter
Producer / Ib Tardini, Vinca Wiedemann
Production / Zentropa Entertainments
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com

Danish release / 20.09.2012
Status / Released
Running time / 99 min
Director / Tobias Lindholm
Screenplay / Tobias Lindholm
Actors / Pilou Asbæk, Søren Malling,
Dar Salim, Roland Møller
Producer / René Ezra, Tomas Radoor
Production / Nordisk Film
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com

Danish release / 30.01.2013
Status / Completed
Running time / 89 min
Director / Rasmus Heide
Screenplay / Mick Øgendahl,
Anders Thomas Jensen
Actors / Mick Øgendahl, Rasmus Bjerg,
Jonatan Spang, Kim Bodnia, Stine
Stengade
Producer / Ronnie Fridthjof,
Elisabeth Victoria Poulsen
Production / Fridthjof Film A/S,
Radiator Film ApS
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@ trustnordisk. com
www. trustnordisk.com
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Anne has given up trying to find a man who will fit
into her sensible and controlled life. She has therefore
chosen to become pregnant with an anonymous
sperm donor who has been carefully chosen. But
as her hormones get the better of her she realizes
that the child may come to resemble the father and
possibly get his less f lattering characteristics. Anne
feels compelled to find the sperm donor and ensure
that he is as perfect as she imagines.

Category / Romantic comedy

Antboy is the story of 12-year-old Pelle who
accidentally gets bitten by an ant and develops
unimaginable super powers. With help from his
friend, comic book nerd Wilhelm, Pelle creates a
secret identity as the superhero Antboy. Slowly things
start to happen in the surburban community. And
when a scary and crazy super villain, Flea, enters the
scene, Antboy must step up to the challenge.

Category / Children’s films

The Father of four-family is preparing for the
wedding of Søs and Peter. The house is upside down
with preparations and in the middle of all that the
family all of a sudden has to arrange a trip to Funen
to help Peter’s fosterdad, Skipper. His training ship,
Valborg, has over time given many orphaned boys
a good start in life. But now the ship is falling apart
and can only be saved if Skipper wins first prize in
the yearly regatta for old wooden ships in the waters
around Funen.

Category / Children’s films, Comedy

Almost Perfect
/ Sover Dolly på ryggen

Feature Debut

Antboy
/ Antboy

Father of Four – at Sea
/ Far til fire – til søs

Danish release / 04.10.2012
Status / Released
Running time / 100 min
Director / Hella Joof
Screenplay / Christian Torpe,
Marie Østerbye
Actors / Lene Maria Christensen, Nikolaj
Lie Kaas, Mia Lyhne, Casper Crump
Producer / Michel Schønnemann,
Malene Blenkov
Production & International sales /
Blenkov & Schønnemann
t +45 3333 7525
mail@blenkovschonnemann.dk

Danish release / 10.10.2013
Status / In production
Running time / Not available
Director / Ask Hasselbalch
Screenplay / Anders Ølholm
Actors / Oscar Dietz, Nicolas Bro,
Samuel Ting Graf, Amalie Kruse Jensen
Producer / Eva Jakobsen, Lea Løbger,
Birgitte Hald
Production / Nimbus Film
International sales / Attraction
Distribution
t +1 514-846-1222
xiao@attraction.ca
www.delphisfilms.com

Danish release / 04.10.2012
Status / Released
Running time / 80 min
Director / Claus Bjerre
Screenplay / Claus Bjerre, Anton Carey
Bidstrup, Thomas Glud
Actors / Niels Olsen, Kasper Kesje, Jess
Ingerslev, Carla Mickelborg
Producer / Henrik Møller-Sørensen
Production / ASA Film Production A/S
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com
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Every moment we make choices that define our being
and create patterns in our lives. Sometimes those
patterns are broken – by faith or coincidence. In Real
Life is about such moments. A multi plot drama,
created from three years of acting improvisations, the
film follows three characters whose lives are woven
together by internet dating and by their persistent
search for some kind of meaning in life.

Category / Fiction feature

Niels Arden Oplev brings a coming-of-age story about
Martin whose mother dies unexpectedly. We follow
the inhabitants of a small town in the 70s who are
trying to function normally in awkward and peculiar
social relations.

Category / Coming-of-age drama

The independent electrician, plumbing contractor
and family man, Martin, starts bidding on bigger
contracts to get his company through the financial
crisis. This provokes the big fish on the market into
forcing Martin to join a price cartel. Martin refuses
and soon he experiences the consequences for him,
his company and his family.

Category / Drama

IRL – In Real Life
/ Det andet liv

Danish release / tba
Status / Completed
Running time / 102 min
Director / Jonas Elmer
Cinematography / Charlotte Bruus
Christensen
Screenplay / Jonas Elmer,
Rune Tolsgaard
Actors / Sofie Gråbøl,
Claire R
 oss-Brown, Thomas Ernst,
Uffe Rørbæk Madsen
Producer / Morten Fisker, Nanna Nikali,
Jonas Elmer & Morten Kjems Juhl
Production / Beofilm, Bebopfilm &
Sebasto Film
International sales / tba

Danish release / 2013
Status / Development
Director / Niels Arden Oplev
Screenplay / Bo hr. Hansen
Producer / Thomas Heinesen
Production / Nordisk Film
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788 / f +45 3677 4448
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com
Photo / Portrait of Niels Arden Oplev

Kapgang
/ Kapgang

Kartellet
/ Kartellet

Danish release / 2013
Status / Development
Director / Charlotte Sachs Bostrup
Screenplay / Henrik Kristensen
Actors / Anders W. Berthelsen
Producer / Thomas Heinesen
Production / Nordisk Film
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com
Photo / Portrait of Charlotte Sachs
Bostrup
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The odd-couple policemen, Carl Mørck and Assad, are
working in Department Q , a department for nearterminated cases. They get involved in a five year old
case concerning a missing woman, Merete. Soon they
embark on a journey through Scandinavia’s darkest
corners to find a psychopathic killer. But the truth is
worse than they ever imagined.

Category / Thriller

The 12th film from director Nils Malmros.

Category / Drama

Second Feature

The Keeper of Lost Causes
/ Kvinden i buret

Danish release / 26.09.2013
Status / Post-production
Director / Nils Malmros
Screenplay / Nils Malmros,
John Mogensen
Actors / Jakob Cedergren,
Helle Fagralid, Nicolas Bro, Ida Dwinger
Producer / Thomas Heinesen
Production / Nordisk Film
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
Photo / portrait of Nils Malmros and
actors

Sorg og glæde
/ Sorg og glæde

A new film by Oscar winner Susanne Bier, written
by Bier and Anders Thomas Jensen and starring
Pierce Brosnan and Trine Dyrholm. Philip, an
Englishman living in Denmark, is a lonely, middleaged widower and estranged single father. Ida is
a Danish hairdresser, recuperating from chemo
therapy, who has just been left by her husband for
a younger woman, Thilde. The fates of these two
bruised souls are about to intertwine as they embark
for Italy to attend the wedding of his son, Patrick,
to her daughter, Astrid. A film about the simple yet
profound pains and joys of moving on – and forward
– with your life.

Love is All You Need
/ Den skaldede frisør

Danish release / 03.10.2013
Status / Post-production
Running time / Approx. 100 min
Director / Mikkel Nørgaard
Screenplay / Nikolaj Arcel
Actors / Nikolaj Lie Kaas, Fares Fares,
Sonja Richter
Producer / Louise Vesth
Production / Zentropa
Entertainments20 ApS
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com

Category / Romantic Comedy
Danish release / 06.09.2012
Status / Released
Running time / 112 min
Director / Susanne Bier
Screenplay / Anders Thomas Jensen
Actors / Trine Dyrholm, Pierce Brosnan,
Paprika Steen, Kim Bodnia
Producer / Peter Aalbæk Jensen
Production / Zentropa Entertainments
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com
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Marco the Monkey works as a beach officer. But he
spends most of his time trying to win the heart of
the beautiful Lulu. He is just about to succeed, when
Marco’s rival, Carlo, builds a gigantic monkey-shaped
casino right on Marco’s beach. Lulu is fascinated
by the charming Carlo. Jealously Marco starts an
undercover investigation of Carlo’s strange casino.
Soon he discovers the truth. Carlo will take over the
island and force Lulu to marry him! When Marco
tries to arrest Carlo a problem rises. Literally from the
ground. Because Carlo’s Casino is a giant robot.

Category / Children’s films,
Animation, Comedy

Marie Krøyer was married to the great Danish painter
P.S. Krøyer. At the peak of their marriage, Krøyer’s
mental illness is getting more severe and their dream
of sharing a life as artists is crumbling and turning to
frustration and sorrow. For Marie, it is the frustration
of being torn between her roles of wife, mother and
artist; of not being able to express herself through
her art and the sorrow of seeing her beloved husband
slowly changing and slipping further into insanity.
To get some peace and regain strength, mother and
daughter take a vacation where Marie meets and falls
in love with Swedish composer Hugo Alfvén. Marie
boldly leaves her husband for her new love, knowing
only little of the world-shattering choices that lie
ahead of her.

Category / Drama

Max has finished school and is becoming an adult.
He is on his way to find a life outside his mother
Agnethe’s overprotective wings. When he meets
the girl Gry, she gives him the final push to become
independent and finally to move out. He moves over
to his father but ends up as a lodger at the neighbour
Steen Cold. Max would like to go to the Roskilde
Festival with Gry and gets help with the tickets from
Steen Cold who is also coming along. Mom is afraid
of what will happen to Max, so she decides to follow
him and Steen Cold. This leads to many poignant and
incredibly embarrassing episodes deeply rooted in her
great love for her son, but also in her desire to still be
in the center of his attention.

Category / Youth films, Comedy

Feature Debut

Marco Macaco
/ Marco Macaco

Marie Krøyer
/ Marie Krøyer

Max Embarrassing
Goes to the Festival
/ Max Pinlig på Roskilde
– nu med mor

Danish release / 11.10.2012
Status / Released
Running time / 80 min
Director / Jan Rahbek
Screenplay / Jan Rahbek,
Thomas Borch Nielsen
Voices / Peter Frödin, Tommy Kenter,
Mille Hoffmeyer Lehfeldt
Producer / Thomas Borch Nielsen
Production / Nice Ninja ApS
International sales / Sola Media GmbH
t +49 711 479 3666
post@sola-media.net
www.sola-media.net

Danish release / 27.09.2012
Status / Released
Running time / 103 min
Director / Bille August
Screenplay / Peter Asmussen
Actors / Birgitte Hjort Sørensen,
Søren Sætter-Lassen, Tommy Kenter,
Sverrir Gudnason
Producer / Karin Trolle,
Signe Leick Jensen
Production / SF Film Production ApS
International sales / AB Svensk
Filmindustri / t +46 8680 3500
international@sf.se
www.sfinternational.se

Danish release / 25.12.2012
Status / Released
Running time / 100 min
Director / Lotte Svendsen
Screenplay / Lotte Svendsen,
David Sandreuter, Mette Horn
Actors / Lars Bom, Michelle Bjørn
Andersen, Mette Agnete Horn, Samuel
Heller Seiffert
Producer / Per Holst,
Michael Bille Frandsen
Production & International sales / Asta
Film ApS / t +45 3555 9366
ph@astafilm.dk / www.astafilm.dk
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The Berg family wins a journey to Africa. The kids
insist on going to Africa and participate in charitable
work with endangered animals. Since neither of the
parents has the time to go with them, they persuade
their uncle Eric to go instead. In Africa they live
on a farm that doubles as a veterinarian hospital
and a hotel. Uncle Eric and the kids are surprised
to find that Mrs Flinth, their harsh neighbour from
Denmark, is also staying at the farm, with her young
niece Julie. As a part of the journey the kids leave
the farm to go on a tent camp on the wild African
savannah. The trip is disrupted when Mrs Flinth gets
kidnapped by poachers who are in the area to steal
animals and rhinoceros horns. Uncle Eric and kids
go after the poachers in an action packed car chase
through the African savannah, to rescue Mrs Flinth
and the stolen animals.

Category / Adventure

A gangsterfilm set in the suburbs of Copenhagen.
Casper, 18, the oldest of three siblings, survives
life on the streets by committing burglaries for the
neighbourhood boss, Jamal. When Casper gets an
offer to work for Jamal’s rival Björn, he jumps at
the chance for a better life, making his way into a
world of drugs and prostitution. As things escalate
between Björn and Jamal, Casper finds himself and
his family dead center of a conf lict that threatens
to destroy them.

Category / Drama

Nymphomaniac is the wild and poetic story of a
woman’s journey from birth to the age of 50 as
told by the main character, the self-diagnosed
nymphomaniac, Joe. On a cold winter’s evening the
old, charming bachelor, Seligman, finds Joe beaten
up in an alley. He brings her home to his f lat where
he cares for her wounds while asking her about
her life. He listens intently as Joe over the next
8 chapters recounts the lushly branched-out and
multifaceted story of her life, rich in associations
and interjecting incidents.

Category / Drama

Second Feature

Northwest
/ Nordvest

Nymphomaniac
/ Nymphomaniac

Danish release / 31.01.2013
Status / Released
Running time / 85 min
Director / Martin Miehe-Renard
Screenplay / Martin Miehe-Renard,
Michael Obel
Actors / Peter Mygind, Frida Luna
Roswall Mattson, Lasse Guldberg
Kamper, Mathilde Høgh Kølben
Producer / Michael Obel
Production / Obel Film
International sales / LevelK
t +45 4844 3072
tine.klint@levelk.dk / www.levelk.dk

Danish release / 18.04.2013
Status / Completed
Running time / 91 min
Director / Michael Noer
Screenplay / Rasmus Heisterberg,
Michael Noer
Actors / Gustav Dyekjær Giese, Oscar
Dyekjær Giese, Roland Møller, Lene
Maria Christensen, Nicholas Westwood
Producer / René Ezra, Tomas Radoor
Production / Nordisk Film
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com

Danish release / 2013
Status / Post-production
Running time / Approx. 2 x 120 min
/ Approx. 1 x 240 min
Director & Screenplay / Lars von Trier
Actors / Charlotte Gainsbourg,
Stellan Skarsgård, Stacy Martin,
Shia LaBeouf, Jamie Bell,
Christian Slater, Uma Thurman,
Willem Dafoe, Connie Nielsen,
Mia Goth, Udo Kier, Jean-Marc Barr
Producer / Louise Vesth, Marie Gade
Production / Zentropa
Entertainments31 ApS
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com
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A Bangkok police lieutenant and a gangster settle
their differences in a Thai-boxing match.

Category / Drama

Following the theatrical successes of Freddy Frogface
and Jelly T, producer Nina Crone is releasing a new
film based on the popular Danish children’s books
by Ole Lund Kirkegaard, who had a real knack for
writing in solidarity with his young readers. Otto is
a Rhino is directed by Kenneth Kainz who made his
feature film debut with Pure Hearts.

Category / Children’s films,
3D Animation

A comedy set in the south of France from the director
Thomas Villum Jensen.

Category / Comedy

Only God Forgives
/ Only God Forgives

Danish release / 23.05.2013
Status / Completed
Running time / 90 min
Director & Screenplay / Nicolas
Winding Refn
Actors / Ryan Gosling,
Kristin Scott Thomas, Tom Burke
Producer / Lene Børglum
Production / Space Rocket Nation ApS
International sales / Wild Bunch
t +33 1 5301 5020
www.wildbunch.biz,
Gaumont / www.gaumont.com

Danish release / 07.02.2013
Status / Completed
Running time / 76 min
Director / Kenneth Kainz
Screenplay / Rune Schjøtt
Producer / Nina Crone, Erik Wilstrup
Production / Crone Film A/S
International sales / Sola Media GmbH
t +49 711 479 3666
post@sola-media.net
www.sola-media.net

Otto is a Rhino
/ Otto er et næsehorn

Player
/ Player

Danish release / 20.06.2013
Status / Post-production
Running time / 90 min
Director / Tomas Villumsen Jensen
Screenplay / Marie Østerbye
Actors / Rasmus Bjerg, Casper
Christensen, Lise Koefoed,
Ellen Hillingsø, Lars Brygmann,
Mille Hofmeyer Lehfeldt
Producer / Michel Schønnemann,
Malene Blenkov
Production & International sales /
Blenkov & Schønnemann
t +45 3333 7525
mail@blenkovschonnemann.dk
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The true story about the spectacular friendship
between two notorious and provocative Danes: the
eccentric lawyer-turned-politician Mogens Glistrup,
and the “travel king”, millionaire, womanizer and
public provocateur, Simon Spies. Despite their
different ways of life Glistrup and Spies become best
friends, and together they turn Spies Travels into
one of most profitable travel agencies in Scandinavia
in the 1960s and 1970s. They make and spend more
money that anyone else but when Glistrup goes
public that he doesn’t pay taxes – and nobody should!
– their business collaboration and friendship face
an impossible challenge. A true story too strange to
be fiction.

Category / Comedy-drama

Mathilde, 13, is frustrated by the state the world
is in today – with all the pollution, poverty and
inequality. She decides to form a detective agency
with the aim to help the weakest members of society.
Unfortunately, the only two candidates interested in
joining her agency are Tobias and Gustav. Tobias is
a friendless geek with computer playing skills and
an ability to build gadgets that rarely work. Gustav
claims to be a taekwondo expert, but in fact he is just
an overweight coward. And both boys are secretly
in love with Mathilde. With lots of persistence
and against all odds, this motley crew succeeds in
thwarting the plans of a notorious mobster, but the
detectives also catch the attention of an ambitious
police superintendent, who believes that a child gang
is ravaging her city.

Category / Children

Helen, who is a priest, is approached by scientist
Lisbeth with a desperate plea for help. A young man,
who has been sent to a high security psychiatric
ward after having killed an old couple, has attempted
suicide while rambling about God. Having been
part of an experiment attempting to humanize
inmates by assigning them pets, the young man has
suddenly gone ballistic. Fearing that he will attempt
suicide again priest and scientist must now confront
their mutual animosities while trying to grasp the
truth. In a race against time the two women begin
a shocking journey deeper and deeper into the sick
mind of a young man’s soul.

Category / Drama

Danish release / 2013
Status / Completed
Director / Christoffer Boe
Screenplay / Simon Pasternak,
Christoffer Boe
Actors / Nicolas Bro, Pilou Asbæk
Producer / Tine Grew Pfeiffer,
Caroline Schlüter Bingestam
Production & International sales /
Alphaville Pictures Copenhagen
t +45 33919170
office@alphavillepictures.com

Sex, Drugs & Taxation
/ Spies & Glistrup

Feature Debut

The Detectives
/ Detektiverne

The Hour of the Lynx
/ I lossens time

Danish release / 30.05.2013
Status / Completed
Running time / 84 min
Director / Esben Tønnesen
Screenplay / Morten Dragsted,
Esben Tønnesen
Actors / Mathilde Wedell-Wedellsborg,
Marcuz Jess Petersen, Frederik Winther
Rasmussen, Beate Bille, Jonas Schmidt,
Alexandre Villaume
Producer / Thomas Stegler,
Michael Lunderskov
Production & International sales /
Wise Guy Productions
Movie Rights ApS
t +45 20846840
thomas@wise-guy.dk

Danish release / 23.05.2013
Status / Post-production
Director / Søren Kragh-Jacobsen
Screenplay / Jonas T. Bengtsson,
Tobias Lindholm, Søren K
 ragh-Jacobsen
Based on a story by / Per Olov Enquist
Cinematography / Lasse Frank
Editor / Peter Brandt
Sound / Claus Lynge, Hans Koch
Actors / Sofie Gråbøl, Signe Egholm
Olsen, Frederik Johansen
Producer / Lars Bredo Rahbek
Production / Nimbus Film
International Sales / The Match Factory
t +49 221 539 709-0
brigitte.suarez@matchfactory.de
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Following a tough divorce, 40-year-old Lucas has a
new girlfriend, a new job and is in the process of
reestablishing his relationship with his teenage son,
Marcus. But things go awry. Not a lot. Just a passing
remark. A random lie. And as the snow falls and
the Christmas lights are lit, the lie spreads like an
invisible virus. The shock and mistrust gets out of
hand. Soon the small community finds itself in a
collective state of hysteria, while Lucas fights a lonely
fight for his life and dignity.

Category / Drama

New animation with the Olsen Gang, a legendary trio
of small-time crooks with big money dreams.

Category / Animation, Comedy

An environmental thriller about a geophysicist and
former Olympic marksman who watches political
reporter Mia Moesegaard on TV saying that she, for
one, wouldn’t be surprised if citizens will go far to
stop the risky oil drillings in Greenland and perhaps
even turn to violence in the process. The geophysicist
decides to form an alliance with her: “You write, I
shoot!” He gives the Danish politicians an ultimatum:
“Stop drilling in the Arctic – or I will start taking
lives!” Before she realizes it, Mia has become part
of his master plan.

Category / Thriller

The Hunt
/ Jagten

The Olsen Gang in
Deep Trouble
/ Olsen Banden på dybt vand

The Shooter
/ Skytten

Danish release / 10.01.2013
Status / Released
Running time / 111 min
Director / Thomas Vinterberg
Screenplay / Thomas Vinterberg, Tobias
Lindholm
Actors / Mads Mikkelsen, Susse Wold,
Thomas Bo Larsen, Lars Ranthe
Producer / Sisse Graum Jørgensen,
Morten Kaufmann
Production / Zentropa Entertainments
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com

Danish release / 10.10.2013
Status / Completed
Running time / 80 min
Director / Jørgen Lerdam
Screenplay / Tine Krull Petersen
Voices / Martin Buch,
Nicolaj Kopernikus, Kurt Ravn,
Annette Heick, Søren Sætter-Lassen
Producer / Tomas Radoor, René Ezra
Production / Nordisk Film, A. Film
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com

Danish release / 28.02.2013
Status / Completed
Running time / 100 min
Director / Annette K. Olesen
Screenplay / Åke Sandgren, Lars K.
Andersen, Michael W. Horsten
Actors / Trine Dyrholm, Kim Bodnia,
Kristian Halken, Nikolaj Lie Kaas
Producer / Åke Sandgren
Production / Nordisk Film
International sales / TrustNordisk
t +45 3686 8788
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com
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Adrian, 11, lives with his grandmother and his sick
uncle. He has difficulty making friends, but when the
mysterious Nicole moves into the house opposite his,
an odd friendship develops between them. Slowly, he
begins to suspect that Nicole is in fact the girl who
disappeared in a neighboring town and who is all
over the news.

Category / Drama

Laura and Christine are best friends. They have
been best friends forever. One day they meet
the mysteriousand fascinating Maria, and their
friendship is put to the test. For Laura it is a meeting
that changes the world she thought she knew so well.
A story about friends and enemies, vulnerability and
wildness, love and sex.

Category / Drama, Youth films

Berlin Forum
Feature Debut

The Weight of Elephants
/ The weight of elephants

Second Feature

You and Me Forever
/ You and me forever

Danish release / 2013
Status / Completed
Running time / 83 min
Director & Screenplay / Daniel Joseph
Borgman
Actors / Demos Murphy,
Matthew Sunderland, Catherine Wilkin,
Angelina Cottrell
Producer / Katja Adomeit,
Leanne Saunders
Production / Zentropa Entertainments5
International sales / NZ Film
In Berlin: MGB Stand # 132
t +64 21 911 757
james@nzfilm.co.nz
www.nzfilm.co.nz

Danish release / 13.09.2012
Status / Released
Running time / 85 min
Director & Screenplay / Kaspar Munk
Actors / Julie Brochorst Andersen,
Frederikke Dahl Hansen, Emilie Kruse,
Benjamin Wandschneider
Producer / Jonas Frederiksen
Production / Nimbus Film
International sales / LevelK
t +45 4844 3072
tine.klint@levelk.dk
www.levelk.dk
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Ártún is about a boy from a small town who’s never
kissed a girl. One day he and his friends decide to
go to the ‘big city’ to see if they have more luck
there. In the city the boys get much more than they
bargained for.

Category / Short fiction

Belinda, 14, is not like other girls. She is neither
beautiful nor good at sports, and she has never been
kissed. She did kiss her only friend Frederic once, in
the storage room at the diner where she works. But
he is only 10 and she sort of forced him. In one aspect
though, Belinda is just like any other teenager: her
hormones are raging. Frederic doesn’t quite get her.
He is only interested in dissecting and frying insects
and dead animals. So when Belinda falls head over
heels in love with her handball coach, their friendship
is put to the ultimate test.

Category / Short fiction

Daimi is 12. It’s Christmas, and she has tragically
been left in a dark home with her only friend, a pet
pig. Daimi’s imagination overshadows reality. A
reality she realizes with a scream. Daimi is not as
alone as she thinks.

Category / Short fiction

ÁRTÚN
/ ÁRTÚN

BELINDA BEAUTIFUL
/ Belinda Beautiful

DAIMI
/ Daimi

Danish release / 2013
Running time / 16 min
Director / Guðmundur A. Guðmundsson
Screenplay / Guðmundur Arnar
Guðmundsson
Cinematography / Sturla Brandth
Grøvlen
Editor / Jacob Schulsinger,
Christian Einshøj
Sound / Gunnar Óskarsson
Actors / Flóki Haraldsson, Viktór Leó
Gíslason, Daniel Óskar Jóhannesson,
Jónína Þórdís Karlsdóttir
Producer / Anton Máni Svansson,
Guðmundur A. Guðmundsson,
Darin Mailand-Mercado,
Jacob Oliver Krarup
Production & International sales /
Fourhands Film ApS / t +45 2629 8389
jk@fourhandsfilm.dk
www.fourhandsfilm.dk

Danish release / 2012
Running time / 23 min
Director / Marianne Blicher
Screenplay / Rasmus Birch
Cinematography / Niels Thastum
Editor / Marlene Billie Andreasen
Sound / Peter Albrechtsen
Actors / Isabel Patulski Nielsen, Rasmus
Aude, Jacob Ulrik Lohmann, Rikke
Louise Andersson
Producer / Eva Jakobsen
Production & International sales /
Nimbus Film / t +45 3634 0910
f +45 3634 0911
nimbus@ nimbusfilm.dk
www. nimbusfilm.dk

Danish release / 2012
Running time / 19 min
Director / Marie Grahtø Sørensen
Screenplay / Eini Carina Grønvold,
Marie Grahtø Sørensen
Cinematography / Jonas Berlin
Editor / Meeto Worre Kronborg Grevsen
Sound / Mathias Dehn
Actors / Bebiane Ivalo Kreutzmann, Tina
Fritz Christiansen, Wilma Vujic
Producer / Maria Gry Henriksen
Production & International sales / Emil
Dinesen, Darlings & Muscles
t +45 3112 6040
info@darlingsmuscles.dk
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A coming-of-age story about 12-year-old girl who has
a hard time dealing with being female. She has built
her own boyish universe in which she paints graffiti
and roams around with her male friends. Aggressively
she struggles to keep her emotions and her budding
sexuality at a distance. Her best friend challenges her
and that makes her go to even further extremes to
keep her emotions at bay. She fights hard to sustain
her position in the hierarchy amongst her homies.

Category / Short fiction, Youth films

A little live f lame lives in Fire land. He works hard
in the noisy mines but he doesn’t like it there. He
would rather lie on his back, looking up in the
sky daydreaming. One day he sees a strange white
creature behind a rock. It looks like a living cloud in
the shape of a girl. And this turns his world upside
down. But the cloud-girl disappears, and his desire
to look for her drives him out of Fire land. When he
finally finds the girl, she proves to be made of a much
harder fabric than her soft appearance. And she is not
made of clouds but of cotton. The situation becomes
critical as Flame falls in love with her – how can you
be with someone who gets so easily burnt?

Category / Short fiction - Animation

Lisa, 32, lives in Copenhagen with her husband and
toddler. Her teenage son Victor lives in Sweden with
his father. Lisa visits Victor once a month. She would
like him to come and live with her and her husband,
but since she was the one to leave many years ago
the situation is somewhat delicate. It gets even
more complicated when Lisa and Victor stay at his
grandmother Anita’s guesthouse.

Category / Short fiction

Damn girl
/ FUCKING TØS

Danish release / 2013
Running time / 13 min
Director / Kira Richards Hansen
Screenplay / Signe Søby Bech
Cinematography / Brian Curt Petersen
Editor / Dorrit Andersen
Sound / Rune Bjerre Sand
Actors / Rosalina Krøyer, Frederik
Winther Rasmussen, Mustapha
Chouaikhi, Julius Sigurd Heilmann,
Christian Konradsen
Producer / Pelle Folmer
Production & International sales /
Firelane Motion Pictures
t +45 2216 3336

Danish release / 2013
Running time / 23 min
Director / Niels Bisbo
Screenplay / Paola Pellettieri
Editor / Sara Reither
Sound / Mikkel Groos
Voices / Nicolai Louis Vasquez Winther,
Iris Mealor Olsen, Bjarne Anotnisen
Producer / Jacob Jarek
Production & International sales /
Eye Candy Film / t +45 2096 7160
info@eyecandyfilm.dk

The flame and
the cottonball
/ FLAMMEN OG VATTOTTEN

The ones you love
/ DEM MAN ELSKER

Danish release / 26.09.2012
Running time / 19 min
Director & Screenplay / Malou
Reymann
Cinematography / Jasper Spanning
Editor / Dorrit Andersen
Sound / Thomas Arent
Actors / Lisa Carlehed, Karl Martin
Eriksson, Jill Ung, Shanti Roney
Producer / Line Sander Egede
Production & International sales /
Monday Production / t +45 3916 6000
monday@monday.dk / www.monday.dk
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The mother of a cancer-sick child struggles to
maintain a normal life for her family. Stine is 37 and
the single mother of three girls. Her daughter Cecilie,
11, has cancer and has had it since she was 3. Cecilie
has spent half her life in hospital and Stine along with
her. Stine is fighting an unfair battle in unbearable
chaos. At the same time she insists on maintaining
some sort of life for all three children. The film
follows their family life, both at home and in the
hospital over a period of two years.

Category / Documentary

16-year-old Sepideh wants to become an astronaut.
Fuelled by a promise to her dead father to follow her
dream and by the encouragement of her teacher of
physics, Sepideh spends her days studying astronomy
and her nights watching the stars. But pursuing
her ambition is easier said than done, for the young
Iranian girl is tied by family traditions and cultural
codes according to which nightly stargazing is far
from being considered appropriate.

Category / Documentary

In Denmark, the dance halls are bursting with happy
dancers of high international standards. It is all about
getting the right partner, when you want to reach
the top. But in a small country like Denmark, this is
not always as easy as it sounds. In recent years it has
become more and more common to import dancers
from other countries, especially Russia or other
Eastern European countries. Some only 15 years old,
these dancers go to Denmark to seek happiness and
dance their way to the top with a Danish partner.

Category / Documentary

A normal life
/ En mors kamp for
et normalt liv

Danish release / 03.11.2012
Running time / 74 min
Director & Screenplay / Mikala Krogh
Cinematography / Adam Philp,
Mikala Krogh
Editor / Cathrine Ambus
Sound / Kristian Eidnes Andersen
Producer / Sigrid Dyekjær
Production / Danish Documentary
Production
International sales / DR International
Sales / t +45 3520 3040
f +45 3520 3969 / drsales@dr.dk
www.drsales.dk

Danish release / 2013
Running time / 90 min
Director / Berit Madsen
Cinematography / Mohammad Reza
Jahan Panah
Editor / Peter Winther
Producer / Stefan Frost,
Henrik Underbjerg
Production & International sales /
Radiator Film ApS / +45 2215 7022
henrik@radiatorfilm.com

Break of Dawn
/ Break of Dawn

Dance for Me
/ DANS FOR MIG

Danish release / 2013
Running time / 80 min
Director / Katrine Philp
Cinematography / Sophia Olsson, Niels
Thastum, Sturla Brandth Grøvlen
Editor / Signe Rebekka Kaufmann
Sound / Sille Just Boel
Producer / Lise Saxtrup
Production / Klassefilm ApS
International sales / Rise and Shine
World Sales / A unit of Kloos & Co.
Medien / t +49 30 4737 298 10
www.kloosundco.de
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On the surface Ryuichi looks like an ordinary
Japanese man. He is 44 years old, married and is the
father of two boys. The Ichinokawa family seems to
lead a completely normal family life, and every day
Ryuichi goes to work at the post office. However,
there is a secret side to Ryuichi unknown to most
– even to his own family. Apart from his job at the
post office he has another occupation. A job that
is anything but ordinary. Ryuichi owns a company
called Hagemashi Tai that rents out fake family
members and friends.

Category / Documentary

It only took Kidd, a young Danish rapper, a couple of
months to become known nationwide. Until spring
2011 he was homeless and poor, but then everything
changed. Kidd and his crew uploaded a music video
on YouTube and in a couple of hours the video
hit 2000 views – today it has reached more than
a million. From that point on, the hype just grew
bigger. The celebrities, the venues, the groupies –
everybody wanted a piece of the success.

Category / Documentary - Music films

Through a series of casting sessions, reconstructions
and improvised scenes, the film tells the story of
three young men who, in vain, try to join the Mexican
revolution in 1910, and get lost in the desert. On their
journey, they face each other’s fears, dreams and
hopes. Made through CPH:DOX’s talent workshop
DOX:LAB, the film explores today’s stereotypical
depiction of Mexico’s revolutionary past.

Category / Documentary

Rent a Family Inc.
/ LEJ EN FAMILIE a/s

Danish release / 22.08.2012
Running time / 77 min
Director, Screenplay &
Cinematography / Kaspar Astrup
Schröder
Editor / Adam Nielsen
Sound / Rasmus Winther Jensen
Producer / Mette Heide
Production / Plus Pictures Aps
International sales / Films Transit
International Inc. / t 1514 844 3358
janrofekamp@filmstransit.com
www.filmstransit.com

Danish release / 03.11.2012
Running time / 97 min
Director & Cinematography / Andreas
Johnsen
Editor / Rasmus Stensgaard Madsen
Sound / Rasmus Winther Jensen
Producer / Kirstine Barfod,
Andreas Johnsen
Production & International sales /
Rosforth Films / rosforth@rosforth.com,
Killit Films

KIDD LIFE
/ KIDD LIFE

Berlin Forum

Matar Extraños
/ Killing strangers

Danish release / 2013
Running time / 63 min
Director & Screenplay / Jacob
Schulsinger, Nicolás Pereda
Editor / Jacob Schulsinger
Sound / Nicolás Pereda
Producer / Sandra Gomez, Maximilliano
Cruz, Jacob Schulsinger, Nicolás Pereda
Production & sales / Secher &
Schulsinger / t+45 2812 1112
schulsinger@hotmail.com, Interior13
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What happens when adoption turns into an industry
with the aim to alleviate the western world’s
childlessness, forgetting all about helping the
children and families in the developing countries?
The film is a global story about the catastrophic
consequences of a choice made with the best
intention. We follow an adoption from both sides of
the globe, from the biological parents’ last days with
their children, through the adoption process and
during the first four years of the adoptive parents’
new life with the children in the West.

Category / Documentary

Over a period of three years, Afghan civilians have
filmed their lives behind the frontier in the war-torn
province of Helmand. They invite us into their homes,
their hopes, and their heartaches, and their stories
form a rich tapestry of an Afghanistan that 10 years
of conventional, mostly embedded, media coverage
has never shown us before. Nagieb Khaja, a Danish
director of Afghan origin, is the one who provided
them with cameras, frustrated by the fact that the
international community knows next to nothing
about the rural areas where most Afghans live.

Category / Documentary

Bob Maser has had his car and money stolen by a con
man called Bill. The car is found in Detroit and Bob
leaves his home and family to go and reclaim it. In
the car he finds Bill’s old notebook filled with names,
phone numbers, addresses, odd drawings and texts.
Bob decides to try to track Bill down to see justice
happen. His hunt takes him across the country, to
New Orleans, Detroit, Los Angeles and the Mojave
Desert. Stories unfold of other travelers on the same
path and of other people Bill has conned. They have
all lost, and they are all searching – in a country
under pressure.

Category / Documentary

Danish release / 26.11.2012
Running time / 94 min
Director / Katrine W. Kjær
Cinematography / Henrik Bohn Ipsen
Editor / Morten Højbjerg
Producer / Sara Stockmann,
Miriam Nørgaard, Vibeke Windeløv
Production / Fridthjof Film
International sale / DR International
Sales / t +45 3520 3040
drsales@dr.dk
www.drsales.dk

MERCY MERCY – A PORTRAIT
OF A TRUE ADOPTION
/ Mercy Mercy
– Adoptionens pris

My Afghanistan – Life in
the forbidden zone
/ MIT AFGHANIstan

SEARCHING FOR BILL
/ SEARCHING FOR BILL

Danish release / 2013
Running time / 88 min
Director / Nagieb Khaja
Screenplay / Written by Nagieb Khaja
Cinematography / Henrik Bohn Ipsen
Editor / Anders Villadsen
Sound / Niels Arild
Producer / Lise Lense-Møller,
Henrik Grunnet
Production / Magic Hour Films,
Grunnet Film
International sales / DR International
Sales / t +45 3520 3040
drsales@dr.dk / www.drsales.dk

Danish release / 01.11.2012
Running time / 75 min
Director / Jonas Poher Rasmussen
Screenplay / Jonas Poher Rasmussen,
David B. Sørensen
Cinematography / Nadim Carlsen
Editor / Christian Einshøj
Sound / Lea Korsgaard
Producer / David B. Sørensen
Production / Dharma Film / d@
dharmafilm.dk / www.dharmafilm.dk
International sales / LevelK /
t +45 4844 3072
tine.klint@levelk.dk / www.levelk.dk
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In a country where killers are celebrated as heroes,
the filmmakers challenge unrepentant death squad
leaders to dramatise their role in genocide. The
hallucinatory result is a cinematic fever dream, an
unsettling journey deep into the imaginations of
mass-murderers and the shockingly banal regime of
corruption and impunity they inhabit.

Category / Documentary

A film about the origins of the world, the end of
human civilisation, and life on earth once we are
gone. A road movie into unknown regions of the
globe and mind – on an Arctic schooner heavily
armed with art and science bound for the most
spectacular nature in Northeast Greenland. Man-made
speed and efficiency confront the power of ice, but no
matter how far we travel and how hard we try to find
answers, the ultimate confrontation is with ourselves
and our transience as a species.

Category / Documentary

Shida is the new kid in class in a private boarding
school in Tanzania. He is shy, he has no selfesteem,
he does not speak one word of English, and he suffers
from albinism. Like most children with albinism in
the country, Shida was taken away from his parents
to be protected from the witchcraft related killings.
The film follows Shida during his first year at the new
school where the rules are strict and tolerance low.
He is trying his best to meet the demands. The school
is his one chance to get an education and to escape a
life at the bottom of society. With the help from his
new friend Allan, he is struggling to become better in
school and to be accepted by the teachers and pupils.

Category / Documentary

Berlin Panorama

THE ACT OF KILLING
/ THE ACT OF KILLING

Expedition to the End
of the World
/ EKSPEDITION TIL VERDENS ENDE

WHITE BLACK BOY
/ Sort Hvid Dreng

Danish release / 07.11.2012
Running time / 120 min
Director & Screenplay / Joshua
Oppenheimer
Cinematography / Lars Skree,
Carlos Arango de Montis
Editor / Niels Pagh Andersen,
Janus Billeskov Jansen,
Mariko Montpetit, Charlotte Munch
Bengtsen, Ariadna Fatjó-Vilas Mestre
Sound / Gunn Tove Grønsberg,
Henrik Gugge Garnov
Producer / Signe Byrge Sørensen,
Anne Köhncke
Production / Final Cut for Real ApS
Co-producer / Torstein Grude
Executive producers / Errol Morris,
Werner Herzog, André Singer, Joram ten
Brink International
Sales / Cinephil / Philippa Kowarsky
Production Ltd. / t +97235664129
info@cinephil.co.il / www.cinephil.co.il

Danish release / 06.02.2013
Running time / 90 min, 58 min
Director / Daniel Dencik
Screenplay / Michael HaslundChristensen, Daniel Dencik, Janus Metz
Cinematography / Martin Munck,
Torben Forsberg, Valdemar Cold Winge
Leisner, Adam Philip
Editor / Per Sandholt, Rebekka Lønqvist
Sound / Per Nyström
Producer / Michael Haslund-Christensen
Production & International sales /
Haslund Film ApS / t +45 2023 1388
haslund.michael@gmail.com

Danish release / 01.11.2012
Running time / 57 min
Director / Camilla Magid
Screenplay / Rasmus Heisterberg
Cinematography / Talib Rasmussen
Editor / Rasmus Stensgaard Madsen
Sound / Peter Albrechtsen
Producer / Jacob Oliver Krarup
Production / Fourhands Film
International sale / First Hand Films
World Sales / t +41 44 312 2060
info@firsthandfilms.com
www.firsthandfilms.com

